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Abstract. The purpose of this note is to answer in the negative

the following question raised by Gamelin [l]: if A is a function

algebra which has the property that X, the spectrum of A, is ex-

pressible as the union of two compact sets Xt and X% which have as

their intersection a peak point p of X, and if /6C(X) satisfies

f\xxÇ=A\xl and /|x2G^4|x2. then is fGA7 The counterexample

is obtained by the use of a construction which is applicable to

general function algebras. Let A be a function algebra and I a

proper closed ideal, denoting by A [I] the set {(/, /+•$): f&A,

sE/|, it is shown that A [I] is a function algebra which has as its

spectrum two copies of the spectrum of A identified along hull (I).

Let A be a function algebra with spectrum X and / a proper closed

ideal of A, then A [i] will denote the set {(f,f+s):fEA, sEl\. It is
readily verified that A [i] is a uniformly closed subalgebra of A ®A

which contains the constants.

The functions in A ®A can be regarded as continuous functions on

two disjoint copies of X, so that A [i] can be regarded as an algebra

of continuous functions on the space X # fX obtained from the dis-

joint union of two copies of X by identifying each point in the first

copy belonging to the hull of / to the corresponding point in the

second copy.

Denote by 2(^4 [/]) the spectrum of A [/].

Lemma. 2(A[I])=X #zX.

Proof. If xGhull(J) define ex:A [/]->C by ex(f,f+s) =f(x) and if
xGhull(J) define eJx:A[l]^C for ¿-1, 2 by &J, f+s) =/(x),
€z(/i /+s) =f(x)-\-s(x). As x runs through X these homomorphisms

run through the points in X # TX.

The embedding/—»(/,/) of A into A [I] determines the dual projec-

tion X^X* of 2(4 [/]) into X defined by X*(/) =X(/, /), fEA. This
projection collapses X § TX onto X.

Casel.\*Ehu\l(I).
For all tEI, X(í, i) =\*(t) =0 and since \(t, 0)+X(0, t) =\(t, t) =0,

it follows thatX(/, 0) = -X(0, t). Since X(¿, 0) -X(0, t) =0, X annihilates

{0}®I and 70 {0J. If XiGS(^[/]) and Xf=X*, then Xi-X anni-
hilates   {o}©P 7©{o)  and the embedded copy of A which was
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{(/> /):/€:^4}- Thus Xi=X and X* has precisely one preimage in

2{A[I]).
Case ll. X*£hull(7).

For all ¿£7 define <bi(t) =X(i, 0) and <p2(t) =X(0, /). One of <pi, <j>2 is

identically zero, for if not then there exist 5, i£7 with #i(s)^0,

02(0^0 but <^i(5)02(O =X(s, 0)X(0, i)=0, a contradiction. When

both <pi and <b2 are identically zero, X*£ hull(7) and the proof reduces

to the previous case. Accordingly suppose <p2 vanishes identically,

then X(/, /+5)=X*(/)+^2(/)=X*(/); if 0i vanishes identically

M/, /+*) =Mf+s-s, f+s) =\y+s) -Ms) =\*(f+s). Thus, if fr
vanishes identically A=í\*, and if <p2 vanishes identically X=ei*. This

finishes the proof of the lemma.

Let A denote the disc algebra, i.e. the algebra of all continuous

complex-valued functions on the unit circle of the complex plane

whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. The closed ideals of this

algebra have been studied in some detail. From this theory we will

need the fact [2 ] or [3 ] that if J is the closed ideal generated by the

function

g(z) = (z - 1) exp ((z + l)/(z - 1))

then / is contained in precisely one maximal ideal, namely, the one

topologically generated by z — 1. Moreover, this inclusion is proper.

To produce the counterexample, form the function algebra A [j]

which has the space obtained by identifying two copies of the closed

unit disc at the point 1 as its spectrum. Denote the two closed discs by

Äi and A2. These discs intersect on the point 1 which is a peak point

for the function ((z + l)/2, (z + l)/2) in A [j].

If fEC(2(A[j])) is defined by /|Al=z-l, /|ä2 = 1-z, then
f(£A [j], for if so, then the functions z —1 and 1 —z differ by an ele-

ment of /whence 2(z —1)£J. This conclusion contradicts the quoted

result about J, so the counterexample is complete.

I wish to thank Professor Stuart J. Sidney for several conversations

and suggestions which were helpful to me in the preparation of this

note.
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